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We are Ridefit®. A specialist bike fitting 
service that optimises your position on 
the bike for a more enjoyable ride.
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Ridefit® is a bike fitting specialist 
service based in the South West 
of England. Our aim is to maximise 
your comfort and minimise stress for 
better performance, and less injuries. 
Enjoy longer, faster, smoother rides - 
have more fun.
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Founder and owner, Mark is a long-time cycling 
obsessive. Sometimes riding in competition but mostly 
for fun and the wonderful physical and mental benefits 
that cycling brings. Since having his own position looked 
at by a professional fitter nearly a decade ago and 
experiencing first-hand the benefits it brings, he has 
become a bike fit evangelist. Subsequently he has been 
trained by one of the foremost bike fit authorities in  
the country and has developed his own results-driven 
fitting methodology.

WHO ARE
RIDEFIT®
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The bicycle is a wonderful invention, but 
it does lock the body into an unnaturally 
rigid framework. Through bike fit we aim 
to adjust the bike and position the body 
to provide a natural and stable position, 
maximising comfort and minimising stress. 
This reduces the chance of injury and 
for most riders has the wonderful  
side-effects of greater efficiency  
and higher performance.

In short you can ride for longer, go 
faster and spend less time off the bike 
injured - all for the cost of a carbon  
fibre handlebar! It truly is the best 
upgrade you can make to your cycling.

What
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Cyclists typically spend hours in the saddle each 
week, whether it’s in pursuit of competition, fitness  
or simple enjoyment. All that time in one position 
carrying out a highly repetitive task can lead to 
discomfort or worse still overuse injuries.
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WHAT IS
BIKE FITTING?
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WHY CHOOSE 
RIDEFIT®?
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If you have ever investigated having a bike fit, 
you will have come across the technology-based 
systems that are offered by bike shops and large 
bike manufacturers. Like all technology, however 
clever, they have their limitations. Regardless of 
the number of sensors stuck to your body they 
lack the ability to take a holistic view – to pick 
up on the little clues indicating stress or 
instability. Any system that relies on a set of 
algorithms to try and predict how the human 
body will move cannot possibly cope with the 
fact that each one of us is different, let alone 
that asymmetry is the norm. We pride ourselves 
on treating you as a one-off, relying on an 
experienced eye, simple tools and an 
understanding of pedalling dynamics.

With RideFit® there are no time limits. A full fit 
typically takes 4-5 hours, but if we need longer 
so be it. We never book more than one full fit  
per day, meaning no pressure and no shortcuts, 
the priority is you getting the best fit possible.

With any change on the bike there is always  
a period of adaption and it may be that there 
needs to be additional work done on your 
position once that adaption has taken place.  
If you feel that is the case or you have any 
issues as a result of the fit, we welcome you 
back for a further appointment, free of charge, 
within 3 months of your original fit.

WE WANT SATISFIED 
CUSTOMERS. IF AFTER 3 

MONTHS YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED 
WITH THE RESULTS WE WILL 

UNDO THE CHANGES TO YOUR 
BIKE AND SHOES AND ISSUE A 
FULL REFUND – SATISFACTION 

GUARANTEED.
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PR
O

CE
SS The full bike fit usually takes 

somewhere in the region of 4  
to 5 hours. First, we talk to you; 
understanding your sporting  
and cycling history, your goals 
and your injuries or issues.

We spend a little time off the bike looking at 
proportion and flexibility. We then measure your 
bikes current fit and spend a little time looking  
at your current position on the bike.

All quality bike fits start with the feet. Stable  
well supported feet and ankles are key to you 
transmitting maximum power to the pedals 
unhindered; footbed selection/adjustment (if 
required), cleat placement and wedging take a 
good portion of the time. Most riders come away 
surprised at how these seemingly small changes 
can make such a fundamental and positive 
difference to the pedal stroke.

The fit is hands on and there will be time spent 
examining and marking the feet, knees and 
possibly hips/pelvis (clean feet and socks are 
always welcomed).

Once we get the feet where and feeling how  
we want we move on to saddle and handlebar 
position. Throughout the session your feedback 
about your sensations on the bike is key.

At the end we will measure the bike once again 
and after the fit we will email you a report 
detailing the changes we have made and listing 
any recommendations arising from the fit.

Your comfort and wellbeing are paramount; if  
you would like to bring a chaperone they are  
very welcome (particularly if they bring biscuits!).

We hope that you will find it a hugely enjoyable 
process that will take your cycling to another level.
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BODY ALIGNMENT

BIKE FITTING

ADJUSTMENTS FOOT CORRECTION

MINIMISE STRESS

CONTACT POINTS
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RIDEFIT®

SERVICES
SERVICES — THE FULL FIT 

— ADDITIONAL BIKE 
— FOOT CORRECTION 
— BIKE SETUP
— BIKE CONSULTATION 
— WORKSHOP

www.ridefit.cc
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WORKSHOP06

THE FULL FIT 4-5 HRS01

£195

Featuring foot correction and full setup on the 
bike. Measurements provided pre and post fit. 
Includes any necessary cleat or in-shoe wedges. 
Suitable for anyone riding in any discipline at any 
level looking to improve their comfort, efficiency 
and power. Especially for anyone who is suffering 
from a cycling related injury. 

BIKE SETUP 2 HRS04
£80

For anyone who has had a full fit with us but have 
bought a new bike and need the fit moving across

BIKE CONSULTATION 05
£40 PER HOUR

For riders who are considering a new purchase and 
feel they would benefit from advice on sizing, 
appropriate bikes, frame materials or part 
specification. Time as necessary 

We can give your bike the same care we give you.  
A full set of services from servicing to full builds 
are available. Please contact us for further details.

FOOT CORRECTION  2 HRS03
£80

For anyone who has had a full fit with us but have 
changed their shoes, footbed or pedal system.

ADDITIONAL BIKE 1-1.5 HRS02
£55

Bring an additional bike to the full fit, whether it’s 
race bike or winter bike to get your fit applied at 
the same time.
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FINE-TUNE FOR 
A BETTER

RIDE



Studio Gary Corr

mark@ridefit.cc
07843 589 220 

GET IN TOUCH

WWW.RIDEFIT.CC
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